Determine whether the influence of other trees will affect the financial maturity decision. If there is a mature tree of lower value crowding the 22-inch oak, removal of this lower-value tree may increase the oak^s growth to 3 inches in 10 years and its rate of value increase to 4o9 percent. In this case, the oak is financially immature and sho\ild be left to grow at least one more cutting cycle if the alternative rate of return remains 4 percent* ' In vdiat follows, details of the financial-maturity method are given in order for each of the six steps outlined. After this, some ready-made, simplified marking guides for bottomland red oaks and sweetgum are discussed. The full text is intended for readers who wish to follow the reasoning behind the method or to use the method as a basis for working up marking rules for their particular forest tracts. The reader who is interested more in the bottomland hardwood example than in the method as such may turn directly to step 4* Those whose main interest is in marking guides will find them on pages 23-24o step 1 -Alternative Rate of Return
The alternative rate of return against which a tree®s rate of value increase is judged in determining financial maturity is a thing peculiar to each forest owner, whether individual or corporate o Some owners have alternative uses for their capital that will yield at a high rate^for other owners, the best alternative may promise but a low yield o Consequently each owner must work out his own alternative rate of return.
An owner "s alternative rate may be determined by his opportu--nities either for investing funds or for spending them. In the case of investment, the rate may be set ''by the prospective rate of return on new forest land, on planting or other cultural measures, or simply on the bonds of some borrower in or out of forestry enterprise. For spending, too^the return available from funds is in general express™ ible. For example, the cost of borrowing tends to determine the premium on funds for meeting business expenses, and individual time preference is similarly determinative in personal consimaption . . . . determining the alternative rate of return, there are three noteworthy considerations s (l) Where the rate is based upon the net return from alternative investments, this return must be estimated after income taxes, since funds derived from reinvestment of liqm™ dated timber capital are subject to one more income taxing than are funds taken directly from the timber capital.
(2) Where there is more than one alternative rate of return, the highest rate governs. Decadent. Given the number of board feet per tree as shown in column 5> the present conversion surplus per tree is read from column 6o Columns 7> 9â nd 11 show the prospective conversion surplus after 10 years for each vigor class, assuming average doboho growth for the class and no change in log height or grade. The ratio of value after 10 years to value now determines for each vigor class (columns S, 10, and 12) the compound rate of annual increase.
Take the problem of a forest manager who is deciding whether to mark a two log 28"=inch Nuttall oak, grade l-=2, high vigor-or whether to let it grow for another 10 years. Large limbs above the second log permanently limit the merchantable height, nor is the grade of either log likely soon to improve. The alternative rate of return which the manager follows as his guide is* 5 percent. Tables 3 and 4 may be used as a basis for calciilating (though not for reading directly) the rate of value increase for trees expected to grow in log height or improve in grade. Suppose that the two-log, 2S-inch, grade 1-2 Nuttall oak is expected to add a third log in the coming decade, so as to become a 32-inch, grade 1-2-3 tree. Table 3 shows that the value now is index 22,96, and that the value in 10 years (reading in the same column, opposite the expected grade and diameter) will be index 40o51o A calculation of the ratio of these indexes and reference to compound-interest tables discloses that the expected rate of increase is 5o8 percent o With a 5"percent alternative rate, this tree is not yet mature.
In the same way, it is possible to evaluate prospective increases in grade, or in both height and grade. If the grade 1-2 Nut tall oak grows to grade 1-1-3 in 10 years, the rate of value increase will be even higher, 7 ok percent o As managed trees grow from 18 to 36 inches in doboho, they may be expected to improve in quality and log height about in the stages shown in colxman 2 of table 5°That is, a high vigor 18-inch tree with one grade 2 log will grow into a 22-inch grade 2-3 tree in 10 years. In doing so it will earn 17ol percent armiially (colo 3)» substantially more than the 13 o 2 percent (colo 4) A comparison of these alternative trees will show the reasoning behind the rule. Fo^convenience, assume that conversion surplus equals dollars. Then if B is cut, its $14o02 will earn $6,73 in ten years at 4 percent compoimd interest. Tree A will earn $11,09 ($2S,S9"17«dO)o The total earnings of both trees will thus be $17, S2. Suppose A is cut; its $17 ,80 will earn $3,54 at 4 percent while tree B earns $3,45 ($22,47 -14«02); the total earnings of both trees will be $16,99 » This earning is 33 cents less than is derived from the alternative of cutting B; therefore, tree A should be left to grow, and tree B marked for cutting, Ibe rule is designed to cover the vast majority of the numerous alternatives facing the forest manager. There will be exceptions, but the virtue of the riile is that it obviates making separate calculations for every alternative that arises.
Other considerations relating to the stand may affect the financial-maturity decision. A tree may be otherwise mature and still not ready for harvest if it is needed as a seed source. Again, the need for holding the cut within a cutting budget, or of building the growing stock towards optimum diameter-class distributions, may result in leaving for another cutting cycle some trees that apparently are financially mature. In some areas there may be insufficient timber voliune to support a commercial cutting operation despite a sprinkling of^mature" trees. On the other hand, the owner may be forced to cut some trees in order to obl^ain Table 3 shows that an ordinary high-vigor 3=log 28-inch red oak, grade 1 = 2 -3^w ill earn 4 o 4 percent compound over the next ten years. At a 5 percent alternative rate of return, the tree is financially mature o However, if the same tree were of super-vigor, it would increase in value from 40 o 51 to 67 o 45 (at 34 inches) and the rate of earnings would be 5o2 percent o The forest manager who has many of these supervigor trees-and they are quite common-could as a general rule allow such trees to grow 2 inches beyond that allowed by table 3 before considering them financially mature.
Simplified Harking Guides
Before the data and methods developed in this paper can readily be put to use in the woods, simplified marking guides based on them must be set up.
For best results, each manager would work out guides to fit his own conditions. To do so, however, is not a simple matter and requires the services of an experienced technical forester. 
